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MATLAB Tools for Improved Characterization and 
Quantification of Volcanic Incandescence in Web-
cam Imagery: Applications at Kïlauea Volcano, 
Hawai'i

By Matthew R. Patrick, James P. Kauahikaua, and Loren Antolik

Introduction
Webcams are now standard tools for volcano monitoring 

and are used at observatories in Alaska (Snedigar and others, 
2006), the Cascades (Poland and others, 2008a), Kamchatka 
(Kirianov and others, 2002), Hawai‘i (Hoblitt and others, 
2008), Italy (Behncke and others, 2009), and Japan (Tupper 
and others, 2003), among other locations. Webcam images 
allow invaluable documentation of activity and provide a 
powerful comparative tool for interpreting other monitoring 
datastreams, such as seismicity (DeRoin and others, 2005; 
De Angelis and McNutt, 2007) and deformation (Poland and 
others, 2008b). Automated image processing can improve the 
time efficiency and rigor of Webcam image interpretation, 
and potentially extract more information on eruptive activity. 
For instance, Lovick and others (2008) provided a suite of 
processing tools that performed such tasks as noise reduction, 
eliminating uninteresting images from an image collection, 
and detecting incandescence, with an application to dome 
activity at Mount St. Helens during 2007.

In this paper, we present two very simple automated 
approaches for improved characterization and quantification 
of volcanic incandescence in Webcam images at Kïlauea 
Volcano, Hawai‘i. The techniques are implemented in 
MATLAB (version 2009b, ® The Mathworks, Inc.) to take 
advantage of the ease of matrix operations. Incandescence 
is a useful indictor of the location and extent of active lava 
flows and also a potentially powerful proxy for activity levels 
at open vents. We apply our techniques to a period covering 
both summit and east rift zone activity at Kïlauea during 
2008–2009 and compare the results to complementary datasets 
(seismicity, tilt) to demonstrate their integrative potential. A 
great strength of this study is the demonstrated success of 
these tools in an operational setting at the Hawaiian Volcano 
Observatory (HVO) over the course of more than a year. 
Although applied only to Webcam images here, the techniques 
could be applied to any type of sequential images, such as 
time-lapse photography. 

We expect that these tools are applicable to many 
other volcano monitoring scenarios, and the two MATLAB 
scripts, as they are implemented at HVO, are included in the 
appendixes. These scripts would require minor to moderate 
modifications for use elsewhere, primarily to customize 
directory navigation. If the user has some familiarity with 
MATLAB, or programming in general, these modifications 
should be easy. Although we originally anticipated needing 
the Image Processing Toolbox, the scripts in the appendixes 
do not require it. Thus, only the base installation of MATLAB 
is needed. Because fairly basic MATLAB functions are used, 
we expect that the script can be run successfully by versions 
earlier than 2009b. 

Background

Summit Eruption

Following approximately 3 months of increasing sulfur 
dioxide (SO

2
) emissions and seismic tremor at the summit 

of Kïlauea Volcano, a small explosive eruption on March 
19, 2008, accompanied the opening of a 35-m-wide vent 
on the southeast wall of Halema‘uma‘u Crater (Wilson 
and others, 2008). The new vent has been the source of a 
persistent ~1-km-high gas plume (fig. 1) carrying minor 
amounts of tephra (Swanson and others, 2009), and the vent 
has widened to 130 m, as of this writing. Seven additional 
small explosive eruptions have deposited coarse ejecta within 
a few hundred meters of the vent, covering the area of the 
former Halema‘uma‘u Overlook (Orr and others, 2008). Glow 
from the vent has been common but discontinuous, and it has 
been observed to fluctuate in concert with other monitoring 
datastreams. For instance, episodic tremor bursts—normally 
lasting a few minutes each—have produced glow fluctuations 
on an equivalent time scale. Also, glow brightness has been 
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observed to change along with short-term (several days) 
variations in summit deflation and inflation. 

One day before the March 19, 2008, vent opening, a 
Canon VB-C50i Webcam was installed in the HVO tower, 
which provides a clear view of the new vent in Halema‘uma‘u 
Crater at a distance of 1.9 km. This Webcam (named 
“KIcam”) is a pan-tilt-zoom IP model, with an image size of 
640×480 pixels, described by Hoblitt and others (2008). Image 
acquisition is performed every 2 minutes, with the camera 
capturing a three-scene panorama of Halema‘uma‘u Crater, a 
zoomed-in image (~200 m field of view) of the new vent, and 
two wide-angle views of the vent and the plume. 

In August and September 2009, two additional Webcams 
were installed to monitor the summit activity, for a total of 
three summit Webcams. Both additions are Stardot Netcam SC 
5-megapixel IP cameras, which are low-light sensitive (due to 
a mechanical infrared filter), with a fixed field of view (that 
is, not pan-tilt-zoom). One of these cameras is situated in the 
HVO tower and named “K2cam.” The other (“HMcam”) is 
located at the Halema‘uma‘u Overlook and is pointed directly 
into the vent. Both of these cameras acquire images at long 
intervals (every 15 minutes) during the day and short intervals 
(every 2 minutes) at night, when their low-light capability is 
especially valuable. 

East Rift Zone Eruption

Kïlauea’s current east rift zone eruption began on Janu-
ary 3, 1983. Before July 2007, the eruption discharged lava 
primarily from vents at Pu‘u ‘Ö‘ö cone and Kupaianaha 
shield (Heliker and Mattox, 2003). On July 21, 2007, four 
en-echelon fissures opened between these two edifices (fig. 
1; Poland and others 2008b), and perched lava ponds began 
to grow rapidly over the dominant vents. Pond-wall collapses 
produced several short-lived, high-volume flows before activ-
ity focused on the easternmost fissure (fissure D; fig. 1). 
Effusion from fissure D between July and December resulted 
in a 1.4-km-long, northeast-trending channel, perched as 
much as 45 m above the pre-July surface. On November 
21, 2007, the day before the U.S. Thanksgiving holiday, a 
breakout near the vent diverted flows toward the south. The 
“Thanksgiving Eve Breakout” (TEB) flow traveled south-
ward through the abandoned Royal Gardens subdivision and 
reached the ocean on March 5, 2008. The flow has persisted 
to this day and has been largely confined to a lava tube sys-
tem since March 2008, but sporadic breakouts from the tube 
system have been a hazard concern. 

Two Webcams (both Canon VB-C50i models) have 
been installed to monitor the ongoing east rift zone activity. 
The first, named “POcam,” was installed on the rim of Pu‘u 
‘Ö‘ö crater on February 13, 2004 (Hoblitt and others, 2008). 
This camera currently acquires a four-frame panorama of 
the crater every 5 minutes. Pu‘u ‘Ö‘ö is located over the 
east rift zone magma reservoir, which supplies the current 
TEB flow field, and is, thus, a site for potential changes in 
activity. The second (“TEcam”) was installed on the upper 

east flank of Pu‘u ‘Ö‘ö cone on January 25, 2008, providing 
a perched view of TEB flow field activity 2.5 km to the east. 
This camera acquires a six-frame panorama of the proximal 
flow field every 5 minutes. This portion of the flow field is 
a common location for breakouts, which can travel several 
kilometers downslope from the lava tube. The distal flow 
field, which includes the Royal Gardens subdivision, coastal 
plain, and ocean entry area, is currently not monitored by 
Webcams because of telemetry limitations. 

Webcam Setup

In summary, there are currently three Webcams 
monitoring Kïlauea’s summit (KIcam, K2cam, and HMcam) 
and two monitoring the east rift zone (POcam and TEcam). 
The pan-tilt-zoom Webcams (KIcam, POcam, and TEcam) 
are programmed to take a sequence of different images, 
each with a specific zoom factor and viewing orientation 
(azimuth and inclination), at specified intervals (generally 
several minutes). We refer to these individual views as 
“frames.” The TEB Webcam (TEcam), for instance, is 
programmed to take a panorama across the flow field every 
5 minutes, consisting of frames L (left), M (middle), R 
(right), R1, R2, and R3. The fixed-field-of-view Webcams 
(K2cam and HMcam), which do not take panoramas, 
acquire only a single frame (M). 

Composite Images

Objective and Methodology

Webcam images at HVO are collected at intervals of 
2–15 minutes. Over the course of each night there may be as 
many as several hundred images—for each Webcam frame—
to review for activity. This review has consumed a significant 
amount of time each morning to produce the daily Kïlauea 
update: http://volcanoes.usgs.gov/hvo/activity/kilaueastatus.
php. To make the review of the previous night’s activity more 
efficient, we wanted to produce a single image that showed 
all of the incandescence in a given frame throughout the 
entire night. 

Originally, we thought that a summation (stacking) of 
nightly images could produce a suitable summary of incan-
descence, but tests of this approach showed that brief or subtle 
episodes of incandescence were substantially muted by the 
effective averaging that the summation produces. 

A superior approach involved scanning all of the images 
for a given night and recording the maximum brightness 
value—among all the images—at each pixel location. These 
maximum values were used to construct what we call a 
“composite” image. Figure 2 gives a simplistic graphical 
depiction of how the composite images are made. 

http://volcanoes.usgs.gov/hvo/activity/kilaueastatus.php
http://volcanoes.usgs.gov/hvo/activity/kilaueastatus.php
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Figure 1. Maps and images of areas monitored by Webcams on Kïlauea. A, Kïlauea forms the southeast portion of the Big Island 
(Hawai‘i). Ongoing eruptions occur at the summit and the east rift zone (ERZ). ERZ lava flows erupted from 1983 to 2007 are in pink, 
with the currently active flows (July 21, 2007–present) shown in red. B, Shaded relief map of Kïlauea’s summit region, with the 
current vent in Halema‘uma‘u Crater shown. HVO is the Hawaiian Volcano Observatory. C, View of Halema‘uma‘u Crater from HVO, 
with the degassing plume from the current vent drifting south. The inset view shows a close-up of the vent on November 4, 2008, at 
which point it was 80 m wide. D, Enlarged map of the ERZ vent area. Meaning of colors as in A. E, Photo of a dome fountain formed 
about 1 km south of the “Thanksgiving Eve Breakout” (TEB) vent during a period of vigorous breakouts from the tube system in 
early July 2008.
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The Webcam images are in JPEG red-green-blue (RGB) 
format, and we need to garner the brightness level from these 
RGB data. The NTSC (National Television System Commit-
tee) approach to convert RGB values to grayscale intensity 
value (Gonzalez and others, 2004, p. 204) is:

grayvalue=(0.299*R)+(0.587*G)+(0.114*B)

RGB images can be converted to grayscale intensity 
images in this manner in MATLAB using the rgb2gray func-
tion in the Image Processing Toolbox, or the equation can 
simply be entered explicitly without the need for the Image 

Processing Toolbox.  Although the image data and scripts use 
grayvalues with 8-bit quantization (0-255), for ease of inter-
pretation we show grayvalues in this paper as percent values, 
where 0% is black and 100% is white.   

The following pseudocode conveys, in two forms, the basic 
principle of the coding approach. The first form is the brute-force 
approach, which requires a nested loop (that is, rows, then col-
umns) to go through and compare each individual pixel in a given 
image. This approach is the simplest, but is also time consuming. 
The second form relies on matrix operations, which is more time-
efficient in MATLAB. In practice, we use the second form because 
of its reduced time, but show the brute-force approach for clarity.

The following pseudocode conveys the basic principle of the coding approach for composite image generation: 

======================
%Brute force, pixel-by-pixel approach – less time efficient

MaxImage=zeros(all_rows,all_columns) 

for all_nighttime_images

 Agray=rgb2gray(A); %where A is the current image

 for all_rows

  for all_columns

   if Agray(thisrow,thiscolumn) > MaxImage(thisrow,thiscolumn)

    MaxImage(thisrow,thiscolumn)=Agray(thisrow,thiscolumn);

   end

  end

 end

end

CompositeImage=MaxImage

=====================

%Matrix operations approach – more time efficient

MaxImage=zeros(all_rows,all_columns) 

for all_nighttime_images

 Agray=rgb2gray(A); %where A is the current image

 M=(MaxImage>=Agray).*MaxImage; %keep MaxImage values when bigger, zeros elsewhere

 N=(Agray>MaxImage).*A; %keep A values when bigger than MaxImage, zeros elsewhere

 MaxImage=M+N; %combine two images

end

CompositeImage=MaxImage

=====================

Using a LINUX cron job, MATLAB is automatically started, 
and the composite image script is run each morning at 5:45 a.m. 
for all five Webcams (KIcam, K2cam, HMcam, POcam, TEcam) 
and their respective frames. The script then produces composite 

images (in JPEG format) for the preceding evening’s images. The 
cron job simply opens a batch file that has the command line call 
to MATLAB and the appropriate function. For example, the batch 
file might consist of simply this line: 
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Figure 2. Cartoon showing the 
principle of composite image 
generation. By combining 
images from different times (t), 
composite images essentially 
show all incandescence in a field 
of view over a period of time.

===================

matlab –r composite_script

================

Where –r tells MATLAB to execute the “composite_
script” M-file.

Total processing time for all five cameras (totaling 17 
frames) is about 15 minutes on a 64-bit machine with dual 1.8 
GHz processors and 4 Gb of RAM. The composite images are 
automatically posted onto the HVO internal data server and 
accessible over the internal Website as JPEGs. 

Results

The composite images have proven very effective at 
characterizing activity both at the Halema‘uma‘u vent and 
on the east rift zone of Kïlauea. In an operational sense, they 
provide a quick screening tool for the preceding night. If 
anomalous activity is shown by the composite image, one can 
then examine the individual frames to better characterize and 
time the activity. 

Bad weather can obscure views of the summit vent and 
flow field by the Webcam, potentially affecting the composite 
images. However, because the composite images show the 

brightest values throughout the night, they depict whatever 
clear views occur, however scant. Thus, the effect of bad 
weather is minimized. The composite images would only be 
severely affected if no views whatsoever occur during the night. 
Because this possibility is hard to rule out, we stress that longer 
term trends (for example, days to weeks) in the composite 
images are more reliable than insights from any single night. 

At Halema‘uma‘u, nightly composite images have 
tracked the frequent changes in vent glow and dimensions 
throughout the ongoing eruptive activity. Figure 3 shows a 
selection of composite images taken between the opening of 
the vent on March 19, 2008, and late June 2009, alongside 
a time series of vent glow calculated with the approach 
described in the next section. The March 19, 2008, composite 
image shows complex glow at the vent due to changes both 
preceding and related to the vent-opening explosion. The 
vent at this time was about 35 m wide. The following day, 
March 20, the vent brightness was reduced dramatically, 
possibly a result of collapse material on top of the lava 
column. Vent glow was commonly bright through April 
and May 2008, and figure 3C shows the May 10 composite 
image, when the vent was approximately 50 m wide. The 
most intense glow recorded through the ongoing eruption 
was on August 8, 2008, during a phase of rapid deformation 
at the summit similar to the deflation-inflation transients 
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Figure 3. Selected composite images of glow at the Halema‘uma‘u vent, with graph of daily vent glow values shown below from 
March 2008 to July 2009. Images show the KIcam Z1 frame. The times of the images are marked on the graph.
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described by Cervelli and Miklius (2003) and Poland and 
others (2009). Rapid changes in vent glow, like that on 
March 19–20, 2008, have occurred several times during 
the eruption; another example is the rapid decrease in glow 
between October 15 and 16, 2008 (fig. 3E,F). This decrease 
in glow coincided with a drop in tremor and possible 
withdrawal of the lava column. The vent was commonly 
dark between November 2008 and May 2009; an example 
of the lack of glow is shown for January 7, 2009, in figure 
3G. Substantial glow returned in June 2009, when the lava 
surface was visible from the Halema‘uma‘u Overlook  
(fig. 3H,I). Not surprisingly, the composite images from 
this time compare well in qualitative terms with visible 
observations from HVO. 

On the east rift zone (fig. 1), the composite images have 
proven effective at depicting sporadic breakouts from the upper 
TEB lava tube, where there is a complex of about a dozen small, 
rootless (that is, tube-fed) lava shields built over the lava tube. 
One of the largest tube-breakouts of the current episode occurred 
in early July 2008, when substantial flows emanated from several 
shields. One shield hosted a small dome fountain that fed an ‘a‘aā 
flow that traveled several kilometers to the southeast. Figure 4 
shows a panorama of three frames (M, R, R1) from the TEB 
Webcam on July 7, 2008. At the far left, glow from the TEB vent 
itself is visible as a result of lava rising in the vent. The individual 
shield breakouts are also clearly visible, including the dome 
fountain (right side of frame R). 

Although developed independently, our composite images 
share the same principle as the “composite ash images” used at 
the Alaska Volcano Observatory to summarize ash-cloud activity 
captured in satellite images over specified intervals (Webley and 
others, 2009). Composite ash images are calculated using the same 

pixel-by-pixel approach. However, in the case of ash images, the 
minimum, not maximum, value is recorded. 

Vent Glow Proxy

Objective and Methodology

Nighttime glow at the Halema‘uma‘u vent has varied 
considerably, sometimes correlating with other monitoring 
parameters. We wanted to create a time-series dataset quanti-
fying the average brightness of glow at the vent for each night. 

Although it is possible to create a measurement of aver-
age vent glow from each individual nighttime image, we were 
interested in long-term changes in glow and therefore chose to 
measure the average vent glow from each night’s composite 
image. The average brightness in each composite image was 
measured in a window of arbitrary size, equivalent to about 
35 m wide by 18 m high based on the distance between HVO 
and the vent. We observed that there was a slight variability in 
the position of the camera field of view on successive nights 
so that the location of the vent in the image was not consis-
tent. Therefore, we could not choose a static window location 
in the image, and instead chose to take a moving window 
approach—essentially performing a grid search for the loca-
tion of the brightest window value and assuming that the 
brightest value location corresponded to an ideal placement of 
the window over the vent. The results from manual placement 
(by eye) of the window with this automated approach proved 
very similar. 

The following pseudocode conveys the basic principle of the coding approach for vent glow estimation:

====================

h=50; %height of window in pixels

w=75; %width of window in pixels

maxbrightness=0; %initialize window brightness

for allrows, in steps of 5

 for allcolumns, in steps of 5

  thiswindow=A(thisrow:thisrow+h;thiscolumn:thiscolumn+w)

  thisbrightness=mean(rgb2gray(thiswindow))

  if thisbrightness>maxbrightness

   maxbrightness=thisbrightness

end

end  

end

====================
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Again, a LINUX cron job automatically starts MATLAB 
and runs the script each morning, about 15 minutes after the 
composite image script is run to allow time for composite image 
generation. The cron job simply opens a batch file that has the 

command line call to MATLAB and the appropriate function.

================

matlab –r glow_script

================

Where “glow_script” is the MATLAB M-file.

Currently, the vent glow measurement is only applied 
to one camera (KIcam, the camera in the HVO observation 
tower viewing Halema‘uma‘u) and one of its frames (Z1, 
which is the zoomed-in view of the vent; see figure 3). Total 
processing time for this single frame is less than 1 minute on a 
64-bit machine with dual 1.8 GHz processors and 4 gigabytes 
of RAM. The script appends the daily glow values to a CSV 
(comma-separated variable) text file, which is formatted for, 
and read into, VALVE (Volcano Analysis and Visualization 
Environment; Cervelli and others, 2002). VALVE is a Web-
based plotting program that allows multiple types of real-time 
monitoring data to be viewed together, facilitating integrated 
data analysis. 

Results

Figure 3 shows a time series of vent glow from the open-
ing of the vent on March 19, 2008, through June 2009. The 
graph shows that dramatic short-term changes in glow have 
occurred frequently. Furthermore, the first 6 months of the 
eruption consisted of more frequent glow than the second 6 
months. This long-term change may be due to a higher lava 
stand in the vent during the first portion of the eruption, or 
it may be due to less crusting of the lava surface during this 
period. The cause of the changes in vent glow during the early 

Figure 4. Composite images from July 7, 2008, showing several breakouts from the TEB lava tube.  The frames form a panorama cover-
ing the TEB shield complex. 

portions of the eruption are difficult to establish, because 
direct observations of the lava surface were first made in 
September 2008, after considerable widening of the vent, with 
only sporadic views thereafter. Several short-term increases 
in vent glow, however, do clearly correspond to changes in 
behavior and visibility of the lava surface. For instance, clear 
views of the lava surface were available for a few days at 
the end of March 2009, when a slight increase in glow was 
recorded. Likewise, the lava surface was visible in mid-May 
2009 and throughout most of June 2009, and both of these 
periods exhibit significantly increased glow. The March 2009 
period of increased lava visibility and glow was preceded by 
a collapse of a portion of the vent that had masked the open 
lava surface. Thus, increases in glow and visibility of the lava 
surface may be due primarily to changes in vent geometry 
rather than to the height of the lava column. This time series 
thus shows how the trend in glow is a valuable datastream to 
compare to visual observations and helps to quantify long- and 
short-term changes in activity within the vent. 

Figure 5 shows several comparisons of vent glow with 
geophysical datasets collected at HVO. A comparison between 
summit tilt from the UWE tiltmeter and vent glow for late 
July and early August 2008 is shown in figure 5A. The tilt data 
show an overall deflationary trend interrupted by two transient 
deformation episodes, each consisting of deflation followed 
by inflation. The first, and smaller, transient produced a minor 
but significant increase in glow for one night. The second, and 
larger, transient produced an increase in glow for about one 
week. Because the lava surface was not directly visible during 
this phase, we can only speculate on what caused the increase 
in glow. It may have been changes in lava level due to fluctua-
tions in magma-reservoir pressure or changes in vigor of the 
lava surface due to changes in degassing rates, which may be 
related to the deformation transients. 

Figure 5B shows changes in summit tremor from seismic 
station RIM—characterized by real-time seismic amplitude 
measurement (RSAM; Endo and Murray, 1991)—that corre-
sponded with fluctuations in vent glow in June and July 2009. 
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Figure 5. Comparison 
of vent glow values with 
other monitoring datasets. 
A, Data from the summit 
tiltmeter (UWE) for July–
August 2008 showing 
two deflation-inflation 
cycles. Halema‘uma‘u vent 
glow increased during 
both deformation cycles, 
indicating changes in 
the behavior of the lava 
column. B, Summit real-
time seismic amplitude 
measurements (RSAM) 
compared to Halema‘uma‘u 
vent glow for June–July, 
2009, again indicating 
that vent glow can be 
used to track changes 
in the state of the lava 
surface. C, Summit tilt 
(UWE) compared to vent 
glow for April–June 2009, 
showing that vent glow 
(and lava activity in the 
vent) increased during 
an inflated period at the 
summit.
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RSAM levels were elevated during much of June 2009 and 
were associated with the appearance of an active lava pond 
about 200 m below the Halema‘uma‘u vent rim. The exposed 
and active lava surface was also responsible for elevated glow 
throughout most of June. On June 30, a series of vent collapses 
buried the lava pond in rubble. RSAM dropped abruptly after 
the collapse events, perhaps because the rubble cover affected 
the nature of lava circulation and degassing in the uppermost 
lava column. The burial of the lava surface was shown by the 
cessation of glow, after which glow values were <5 percent. In 
this case, images with no visually-detectable glow had bright-
ness values >0 percent (but typically <5 percent) due to image 
noise. The level of image noise, and resulting “baseline” 
brightness value, is likely dependent upon the camera model. 
This example shows how the vent glow values can help inter-
pret processes influencing other datasets, such as seismicity. 

Figure 5C shows a comparison of summit tilt (from 
UWE tiltmeter) with vent glow for April–June 2009. 
Pronounced inflation began on June 1 and coincided with the 
appearance of the lava surface deep within the Halema‘uma‘u 
vent (possibly resulting from a collapse of the floor of the 
vent cavity). With the appearance of the lava surface, glow 
increased dramatically. By the end of June, vent glow showed 
a gradual decrease, which coincided with observations of 
increased crusting of the lava surface. 

As noted above, bad weather may affect the composite 
image values and resulting vent glow values, although the 
composite image approach—by depicting the brightest value 
throughout each night —minimizes this as much as possible. 
Nevertheless, because of the potential effects of weather, 
we stress that long-term trends are more reliable than any 
individual data points. Figure 3 shows sustained brightness 
values for weeks—even in the presence of variable weather at 
the summit—and clear systematic changes that suggest that 
the effects of weather are not overwhelming there. Figure 5, 
by showing clear geophysical correlations with vent glow 
in the midst of variable weather, reinforces this inference. 
Overall, it appears that the effects of weather at Kïlauea are 
not prohibitive of deriving useful information from monitoring 
of volcanic incandescence . 

Conclusions
We have presented two simple, but effective, MATLAB 

tools for improving monitoring of volcanic incandescence in 
Webcam images. The first tool, composite image generation, 
provides an efficient means of summarizing a time period’s 
activity in one image. The second tool, the vent glow proxy, 
permits quantification of vent brightness through time. The 
results from these tools have been used on a daily basis at 
HVO for tracking activity at the east rift zone eruption and at 
the new vent in Halema‘uma‘u Crater at Kïlauea’s summit. We 
have also shown how the vent glow time series is a useful tool 
for analyzing volcanic activity, along with other monitoring 
datasets such as deformation and seismicity. 

There is much potential for additional automated 
analyses of volcanic activity in Webcam images at HVO. The 
next priority is an incandescence alarm, similar to the idea 
presented by Lovick and others (2008), which would provide 
an early warning (for example, via email or text message) of 
incandescence and would be a valuable supplement to existing 
alarms for seismicity and deformation during off-work hours. 
Building on this for regions where lava flows could occur, one 
could (theoretically) produce a rough map of the detected areas 
of incandescence (and, thus, active lava), by considering the 
local topography and viewing geometry of the cameras. From 
a continuously updated map of incandescent areas, it would be 
simple to produce automated estimates of flow advance rates. 
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Appendix 1. MATLAB Code for Composite Image Generation

%==========================
%COMPOSITE IMAGE SCRIPT
%
% Matt Patrick
% USGS-Hawaiian Volcano Observatory
% September 20, 2009
% mpatrick@usgs.gov
%==========================
%This function goes through nighttime webcam images and creates a composite
%image. The function is run on multiple cameras, which may each have
%multiple frames.
%
%The original images are stored in a directory structure like this:
%
% CameraName-Year-Month-Day-Hour
%
%So, for example, if you wanted to find the Sept 13, 2009, 12:58pm image from 
%the KIcam, you would go through this directory structure:
%
% KIcam
% 2009
% 09
% 13
% 12
%
%Within these hour directories, images are named by their date, time and frame. 
%So that Sept 13, 2009, 12:58pm image, for the M frame, would have this name:
%
% 20090913125803M.jpg
%
% where the last two numbers are the seconds.
%
%The composite images written by this script have filenames in this format:
%
% KIcam20090920Z1.jpg
% 
% where KIcam is camera name, 2009 is year, 09 is month, 20 is day, and Z1
% is the frame name. Composite images are organized by camera name only -
% that is, each camera has a directory of composite images, and all
% composite images (all dates and all frames) for this camera are written
% to this directory
 
%end of composite period is now (i.e. 6 am)
endtime=now;
%go back 24 hours from now to start
starttime=endtime-1;
startyear=datestr(starttime,10);
startmonth=datestr(starttime,5);
startday=datestr(starttime,7);
endyear=datestr(endtime,10);
endmonth=datestr(endtime,5);
endday=datestr(endtime,7);
%designate how many cameras are operational at this date
cams=5;
%go through previous night’s images
for a=1:cams %go through each webcam
 if a==1
 c=’KIcam’; %name of camera and folder (Kilauea summit camera)
 x={‘W’ ‘Z1’ ‘L’ ‘M’ ‘R’}; %name of frames for this camera
 isize=[480 640]; %dimensions of image (rows, columns)
 elseif a==2
 c=’POcam’; %Pu`u `O`o camera
 x={‘L1’ ‘L’ ‘M’ ‘R’};
 isize=[480 640]; 
 elseif a==3
 c=’TEcam’; %TEB camera

mailto:mpatrick@usgs.gov
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 x={‘L’ ‘M’ ‘R’ ‘R1’ ‘R2’ ‘R3’};
 isize=[480 640]; 
 elseif a==4
 c=’HMcam’; %Halema`uma`u Overlook vent camera
 x={‘M’};
 isize=[720 1280]; 
 elseif a==5
 c=’K2cam’; %Kilauea summit low-light camera
 x={‘M’};
 isize=[768 1024]; 
 end
 %go through each frame for this camera
 for b=1:length(x) 
 %Initialize composite image with zeros:
 Amax=zeros(isize(1),isize(2),3); 
 for d1=1:2 %go through previous day and current day
 if d1==1 %first day (yesterday)
 %cd to appropriate folder
 cd([‘J:\Webcampaper/’ c ‘/’ startyear ‘/’ startmonth ‘/’ startday])
 hrs=20:23; %look at period from 8pm to midnight
 elseif d1==2 %second day (today)
 %cd to appropriate folder
 cd([‘J:\Webcampaper/’ c ‘/’ endyear ‘/’ endmonth ‘/’ endday])
 hrs=0:4; %look at period from midnight to 4:59am
 end
 %go through each day’s nighttime hours
 for i=1:length(hrs) 
 if hrs(i)<10
  h=[‘0’ num2str(hrs(i))]; %hour string
 else h=num2str(hrs(i));
 end
 d2=dir;
 key=0;
 for c1=1:length(d2) %check if hour folder exists
  if d2(c1).name==h
  key=1;
  end
 end
 if key==1 %if hour folder exists
  cd(h) %cd into hour folder
  d=dir([‘*’ x{b} ‘.jpg’]); %list all images in this frame
  for j=1:length(d) %go through all images in this frame
  if d(j).bytes>0 %only look at images with >0 bytes
  s=d(j).name; %string of this image name
  A=imread(s); %read in image
  A=double(A); %convert from uint8 to double
  %NTSC brightness image of this image:
  A2=0.299*A(:,:,1)+0.587*A(:,:,2)+0.114*A(:,:,3); 
  A2=double(A2);
  %NTSC brightness of max image:
  A2max=0.299*Amax(:,:,1)+0.587*Amax(:,:,2)+0.114*Amax(:,:,3); 
  A2max=double(A2max);
  %keep max image values where they are bigger,
  %zeros elsewhere:
  m1=(A2max>=A2).*Amax(:,:,1); 
  m2=(A2max>=A2).*Amax(:,:,2);
  m3=(A2max>=A2).*Amax(:,:,3);
  %keep those pix larger than max image, zeros
  %elsewhere:
  n1=(A2>A2max).*A(:,:,1); 
  n2=(A2>A2max).*A(:,:,2);
  n3=(A2>A2max).*A(:,:,3);
  %add the two results above together, for RGB layers:
  p1=m1+n1; 
  p2=m2+n2;
  p3=m3+n3;
  %construct composite RGB image:
  Amax(:,:,1)=p1;
  Amax(:,:,2)=p2;
  Amax(:,:,3)=p3;
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  end
  end %end of each image
  cd ..
 end %end of if-statement checking to see if hour folder exists
 end %end of each hour
 end %end of each day
 Amax=uint8(Amax); %convert double image to uint8
 cd(‘J:\Webcampaper\composites’); %cd to directory to put composite images
 s=[c endyear endmonth endday x{b} ‘.jpg’]; %string of composite image name
 imwrite(Amax,s,’jpeg’); %write composite image
 end %end of each frame loop
end %end each webcam loop

%==========================
%VENT GLOW MEASUREMENT SCRIPT
%
% Matt Patrick
% USGS-Hawaiian Volcano Observatory
% September 20, 2009
% mpatrick@usgs.gov
%==========================
%This function quantifies the glow at the Halema`uma`u vent from daily
%composite images.
%
%The script reads in an existing CSV file of the previous days’ glow
%values, and appends the current day’s glow value to the end. This CSV
%file is read by VALVE (Cervelli et al., 2002) for plotting.
%
%In the CSV file, each row entry is a daily glow measurement. The columns 
% of each row are thus:
% Column 1: Date and time (UTC), in string
% Column 2: Data identifier (e.g. camera and frame) for VALVE
% Column 3: Glow value
%
% So the row entries for Sept 19-21, 2009, might look like this:
%
% 9/19/2009 16:00, KIcamZ1, 115.94
% 9/20/2009 16:00, KIcamZ1, 86.68
% 9/21/2009 16:00, KIcamZ1, 63.54
%
%The vent glow script is currently only run on one camera (KIcam) and one
%frame (Z1), but this code could be easily modified to run on multiple
%cameras and frames
%
%The composite images which are read in have filenames of this format:
%
% KIcam20090920Z1.jpg
%
% where the KIcam is the camera name, 2009 is the year, 09 is the month, 20
% is the day and Z1 is the frame name.
 
%go to where csv file is, and load GlowData.csv:
cd(‘/hvo_cluster/shared_data/ValveData/GlowData’); 
fid=fopen(‘GlowData.csv’,’rt’);
C=textscan(fid,’%s%s%f64’,’delimiter’,’,’);
acdate=datenum(C{1}); %first column (date)
acdate=acdate-(16/24); %convert from UTC to HST
meanbrightness=C{3}; %third column (glow values)
st=fclose(fid);
 
uptodate=acdate(end); %glow is already calculated up to this date
 
%now go to where the composite images are held

Appendix 2. MATLAB Code for Vent Glow Measurement

mailto:mpatrick@usgs.gov
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cd(‘/hvo_cluster/www/webroot/geology/composites/KIcam’);
d1=dir([‘*Z.jpg’]); %list all images in this frame
d2=dir([‘*Z1.jpg’]); %list all images in this frame
d=[d1;d2];
key=0;
startimage=0;
%go through composite images and find first unprocessed one (i.e. where to start)
for i=1:length(d) 
 if d(i).bytes>0 %only look at image if >0 bytes
 s=d(i).name; %name of composite image
 yr=str2num(s(6:9)); %get date of image from name
 month=str2num(s(10:11));
 day=str2num(s(12:13));
 thisdate=datenum(yr,month,day);
 if key==0 & thisdate>uptodate %if this is first unprocessed image
 startimage=i; %designate this image as first to analyze
 key=1;
 end
 end
end
if startimage>0 %do this only if there are images that need to be processed
 for j=startimage:length(d) %go through all the unprocessed images
 if d(j).bytes>0 %only look at the image if >0 bytes
 s=d(j).name; %name of composite image
 yr=str2num(s(6:9)); %get date of image from name
 month=str2num(s(10:11));
 day=str2num(s(12:13));
 acdate(j)=datenum(yr,month,day); %date of this image
 A=imread(s); %load composite image
 step=5; %grid search (window shifting) is done in steps, not at every pixel
 meanbrightness(j)=0; %initialize window brightness value 
 %now do grid search, shifting the measurement window around, to
 %find the greatest brightness
 for r=80:step:size(A,1)
 for c=1:step:size(A,2)-160
  win=A(r-75:r,c:c+150,:); %window size is 75 x 150 pix
  win=double(win);
  %calculation below is NTSC conversion from RGB to
  %grayvalues
  win3=(0.2989*win(:,:,1))+(0.5870*win(:,:,2))+(0.1140*win(:,:,3));
  ameanwin(j)=mean(win3(:)); %mean brightness in this window
  %if this is brightest window location, keep it:
  if ameanwin(j)>meanbrightness(j) 
  meanbrightness(j)=ameanwin(j);
  end
 end
 end
 end
 end
end
 
%get strings ready for writing to VALVE file
gmtdate=acdate+(6/24)+(10/24); %set 6am HST to UTC time
ds=datestr(gmtdate,31); %correct string format
%make sure val is column vector, not row vector:
if size(meanbrightness,1)>size(meanbrightness,2)
 val=num2str(meanbrightness);
else val=num2str(meanbrightness’);
end
 
%write VALVE formatted text file
cd(‘/hvo_cluster/shared_data/ValveData/GlowData’);
fid=fopen(‘GlowData.csv’,’wt’);
for i=1:size(ds,1)
 fileline=[ds(i,:) ‘, KIcamZ1, ‘ val(i,:)];
 count=fprintf(fid, ‘%s\n’, fileline);
end
st=fclose(fid);
 
return %end the script
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%Spare code to plot up the results if necessary
h=figure(1);
t1=datenum(‘10 mar 2008’);
t2=now+4;
set(h,’Units’,’inches’)
set(h,’Position’,[.5 .5 8 5])
set(h,’PaperPosition’,[.5 .5 8 5])
plot(acdate,meanbrightness)
set(gca,’xtick’,linspace(t1,t2,14));
datetick(‘x’,6,’keeplimits’,’keepticks’);
title(‘Mean Brightness for KIcam composite images’,’fontsize’,14);
axis([t1 t2 0 inf]);
ylabel(‘Brightness value, 0-255’);
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